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Ultrasonic Cleaners

Catalog number

1392128

Catalog number

2308016

Power

220 VAC, 50/60 Hz, 19 W

Power

117 VAC, 60 Hz, 0.5 A

Economical compact cleaner perfect for cleaning small components
This 15-oz ultrasonic cleaner measures only 8¾”L x 4½”W (22.2 x 11.4 cm) -  ideal for 
small benchtop areas. The stainless steel tank is sealed inside an  impact resistant 
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automatically. Operates at a cleaning frequency of 40 kHz.

Includes: cover and parts basket.

Easily accommodate pipettes and other oddly shaped items
Our long-bed cleaners feature a large, 304 stainless steel tank - ideal for cleaning 
long items such as pipettes. Units operate at a cleaning frequency of 40 kHz. Model 
08855-10 comes equipped with a heater and maintains solution temperature at 60°C 
(140°F), ±10°C (12.2°F).

Includes: 6-ft (1.8-m) power cord with plug (the 220 VAC unit has no plug).

Compact - takes up only 5¼” x 5¼” (13.3 x 13.3 cm) of benchtop space
Our 20-watt, one-pint, (473 mL) cleaner has a frequency generator and lead 
zirconate-titanate transducer that produce an effective operating frequency of 55 kHz. 
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parts using the supplied dipping basket. Turn cleaner on and items are thoroughly clean 
in minutes.
The 304 stainless steel tank features a smooth, rounded interior for easy cleaning.
Tank interior measures 3”D x 3½” dia (7.6 x 8.9 cm). The high-impact, Cycolac® ABS
plastic outer shell resists dents and dirt.

Includes: ABS plastic cover, dipping basket, and cord with plug.

Low-Cost Ultrasonic Cleaner with Timer

Long-Bed Ultrasonic Cleaners

One-Pint Compact Cleaner

117 VAC model only

Water outlet: ��������	
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 Specifications
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Ultrasonic Cleaners

Catalog number

1455112

With heater
Amps

3
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Power

115 VAC, 50/60 Hz

Ultrasonic Cleaning Solutions

Safely clean metals including stainless steel, tin, and copper 
Safely and effectively remove soils, rust, and oxides from a variety of materials.
Solutions contain no phosphates and are biodegradable. Dilute with water to the 
recommended working concentration listed in the table below.

Uses
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 General-purpose cleaning solution

 Oxide remover

Ultrasonic Cavitation Probe

Directly view ultrasonic activity and eliminate guesswork about cleaning effectiveness 
Make sound waves visible! Use this cavitation probe to measure frequency in an operating
ultrasonic system and evaluate actual cleaning conditions.
The probe is easy to use - lower the device into the ultrasonic cleaning tank and immediately 
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only where the sound waves strike the object to be cleaned, you can directly see the cleaning 
effectiveness. Move the probe to any position to identify dead spots. The probe will also help 
you detect frequency shifts, determine sweep frequencies, reveal ultrasonic shadowing, display 
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is included. Recommended temperature range is 50 to 150°F (10 to 65°C).

Catalog number
2304905
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Multifrequency Ultrasonic Cleaners
Electrically controlled discharge drain - no other ultrasonic cleaner has it!

✴ Aggressive cleaning at 25 kHz removes heavy contaminants
✴ Fine cleaning at 45 kHz - cleans tiny crevices and protects fragile surfaces
✴ Rugged stainless steel construction - ready for continuous industrial use
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Ultrasonic Cleaners

Reduce cleaning time and operating costs with these all-in-one cleaners. 
Degassed cleaning liquids eliminate long waiting periods and optimize cavitation. 
Sweeping feature ensures uniform sound field distribution. Individually control 
frequencies, degasser, sweep, and discharge drain. Heater controls temperature 
from 20 to 85°C (68 to 185°F). Operate continuously or set timer for a period of 
up to 15 minutes.
The optional stainless steel cover helps cleaner retain heat. Optional 
stainless steel mesh baskets hold small items - order several to 
prepare consecutive jobs in advance.

Note: sheater, timer, integral handles, nonskid feet, and a
7½-ft (2.3-m) power cord (115 VAC models have a US standard plug;
230 VAC models have a European plug; 200 and 400 VAC models
have open ends for a firm or fixed connection).

Catalog number

2308009

Capacity

1.3 gallons (4.9 L)

Overall dimensions (L x W x H)
13⅜” x 11⅞” x 14½”

(33.9 x 30.1 x 36.8 cm)

Tank dimensions (L x W x H)
9⅜” x 5    ” x 5⅞”

(23.8 x 12.8 x 14.9 cm)

Power (50/60 Hz)

230 VAC, 1.7 A

Shpg wt lb (kg)

25 (11.4)

Cleaner shown
with optional cover and basket

year
warranty2
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ISO 9001 Certified

10700 Rockley Road  •  Houston, Texas 77099
Phone: 281-496-0900  •  Fax: 281-496-0400
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